For small area estimation of area-level data, the Fay-Herriot model is extensively used as a model based method. In the Fay-Herriot model, it is conventionally assumed that the sampling variances are known whereas estimators of sampling variances are used in practice. Thus, the settings of knowing sampling variances are unrealistic and several methods are proposed to overcome this problem. In this paper, we assume the situation where the direct estimators of the sampling variances are available as well as the sample means. Using these information, we propose a Bayesian yet objective method producing shrinkage estimation of both means and variances in the Fay-Herriot model. We consider the hierarchical structure for the sampling variances and we set uniform prior on model parameters to keep objectivity of the proposed model. For validity of the posterior inference, we show under mild conditions that the posterior distribution is proper and has finite variances. We investigate the numerical performance through simulation and empirical studies.
Introduction
Small area estimation has been a topic of great interest to applied and theoretical statisticians in recent years. The reliability of small area estimates is an essential issue for making useful policy decisions. It is well known that the direct survey estimates for small areas are usually unreliable, having large standard errors and coefficients of variation. Therefore, it is necessary to use statistical models to connect the related small areas, and obtain estimates with improved precision by 'borrowing strength' across areas. For reviews over the techniques of small area estimation, we refer to Ghosh and Rao (1994) , Pfeffermann (2002) and Rao and Molina (2015) .
A famous small area model for treating area-level data is the Fay-Herriot model suggested by Fay and Herriot (1979) . In the Fay-Herriot model, it is conventionally assumed that the sampling variances are known. In practice, however, the sampling variances are often estimated in various ways, and the small area estimators are provided by replacing the known variances with their estimators. This means that the small area estimators derived in the Fay-Herriot model involve substantial errors which come from estimation of variance, and we need to evaluate the estimation errors. To this end, several approaches are developed in the small area literature. We refer to Arora and Lahiri (1997) , You and Chapman (2006) , Liu, Lahiri and Kalton (2007) , Wang and Fuller (2003) , Rivest and Vandal (2003) , Otto and Bell (1995) , Huff, Eltinge and Gershunskaya (2002) , Cho, Eltinge, Gershunskaya, i , θ i , σ 2 i ), i = 1, . . . , m, are conditionally independent given (β, τ 2 , γ). Here, a i , b i are positive and known (user specified) constants. The choice of a i and b i is not concerned with the propriety of the posterior distributions given in Theorem 1 as far as a i and b i are positive. The practical choice of these constants is discussed later. Note that the model for S 2 i in (3) means that (n i −1)S 2 i /σ 2 i given σ 2 i follows a chi-square distribution with (n i −1) degrees of freedom. This setting is appropriate under simple random sampling, but for complex sampling design, the degrees of freedom needs to be determined carefully as discussed in Maples, Bell and Huang (2009) .
We now consider the posterior distribution and investigate its properties. We denote D = {X i , S 2 i , z i } i=1,...,m , the set of all observed data, for notational simplicity. From the formulation (3), the posterior density is given by π(θ 1 , . . . , θ m , σ 
We state our main result, which provides a sufficient condition for the propriety of the posterior distribution. To this end, we define Z = (z 1 , . . . , z m ). Part (a) of Theorem 1 says that the marginal posterior densities of the small area means are proper and part (b) establishes a sufficient condition for obtaining finite measures of uncertainty for the model parameters. We note that the sufficient condition given in Theorem 1 is the same as the condition given in Arima, Datta and Liseo (2015) except for n i > 1, where they suggested Bayesian estimators for small area models with measurement errors in covariates. The proof of Theorem 1 is deferred to the Appendix.
Since the posterior distribution in (4) cannot be obtained in a closed form, we rely on the Markov chain Monte Carlo technique, in particular the Gibbs sampler, in order to draw samples from the posterior distribution. This requires generating samples from the full conditional distributions of each of (θ 1 , . . . , θ m , σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 m , β, τ 2 ) given the remaining parameters and the data D. From the expression given in (4), the full conditional distributions are given by
where σ 2 = (σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 m ) ′ , θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ m ) ′ , and the suffix (−i) denotes the vector without the i-th component. Fortunately, the full conditional distributions for every parameter are familiar distributions allowing us to easily implement the Gibbs sampling.
In closing of this section, we give a suggestion for the choice of a i and b i . For fixed value of γ, it is noted that
Since X i is the sample mean, it is natural to consider Var(X i ) = O(n −1 i ). On the other hand, the full conditional expectation of σ 2 i is obtained from (5) as
Thus the full conditional expectation of σ 2 i is the weighted mean of σ 2 i (X i , S 2 i ) and the prior mean b i γ/(a i − 1), and the weight for the prior mean is determined by a i . It is natural that the posterior full conditional expectation approaches to S i for large n i . Thus it is reasonable to choose a i as a i = O(1) for n i . These observations show that the order of a i and b i should be a i = O(1) and b i = (n −1 i ). Hence, we suggest to use a i = 2 and b i = n −1 i as the one reasonable choice. In the simulation and empirical studies given in the subsequent section, we use these values for a i and b i . In empirical study, we investigate the influence of choices of a i and b i .
Alternative formulation of heteroscedastic variances
We next suggest the alternative formulation of heteroscedastic variances σ 2 i in each area. Remember that we assume that σ 2 i ∼ IG(a i , b i γ) for specified a i and b i in the previous subsection. However, in case that we can accommodate the covariate information in the variance modeling, more sophisticated modeling can be developed. Let w i be a vector of q covariates in the i-th area and η is a q-dimensional vector of unknown coefficients, and we propose the structure σ 2 i ∼ IG (a i , b i γ exp(w ′ i η)) with typical choice a i = 2 and b i = 1/n i . Let w i = (w i1 , . . . , w iq ) ′ and η = (η 1 , . . . , η q ) ′ , then we cannot assign w i1 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , m since we cannot identify γ and η 1 in this case. To develop a Bayesian inference, we again use the uniform prior distribution for all parameters β, τ 2 , γ and η, namely π(β, τ 2 , γ, η) ∝ 1, to keep objectivity of inferences. Therefore, the covariate dependent version of (3) is given by
Then, the joint posterior distribution (4) is changed as
We state our second main result, which provides a sufficient condition for the propriety of the posterior distribution given in (7) . To this end, we define To sample from the joint posterior distribution (7), we can again use the Gibbs sampling method. Note that the full conditional distributions of θ i 's, β and τ 2 are the same as (5) , and these of σ 2 i and γ are obtained by replacing b i with exp(w ′ i η). The full conditional distribution of η is proportional to
, which is not a familiar form. To sample from this full conditional distribution, we use the randomwalk Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm. Let η 0 be the current value and we generate the proposal η * from N q (η 0 , cI q ) for specified c > 0. Then we accept the proposal η * with probability min{1, p(η 0 , η * )}, where
Simulation studies
In this section, we compare the accuracy of the hierarchical Bayes estimator based on the proposed full Bayesian model with the empirical Bayes estimator given by Maiti, et al. (2014) and the hierarchical model suggested in You and Chapman (2006) through simulation experiments. We first generate observations for each small area from
Then the random effects model for the small area mean is
where
, and e i ∼ N (0, σ 2 i ). The parameter of interest is the mean θ i in the i-th small area. The direct estimator of σ 2 i we used in simulation runs is
We generate covariate z i from the uniform distribution on (2, 8) , and set the true parameter values β 0 = 0.5, β 1 = 0.8 and τ 2 = 1. We consider the case m = 30 and n i = 7 for all areas. For the true values of σ 2 i , we consider two cases: (i) σ 2 i ∼ IG(10, 5 exp(0.3z i )) and (ii) σ 2 i ∼ U (0.5, 5). For simulated data, we apply four methods to get the estimator of the small area mean θ i and variance σ 2 i . Two of four are the proposed Bayesian models (3) and (6) referred as STK1 and STK2, respectively. In applying these models, we put a i = 2 and b i = 1/n i as discussed in the end of Section 2, and we use c = (0.2) 2 in each MH step in STK2. The third method is the hierarchical Bayesian method given by You and Chapman (2006) referred to as YC, where we assign the uniform prior for
For posterior sampling in YC method, we replace the full conditional for σ 2 i in (5) with
and the propriety of the posterior distribution can be easily established from small modification of the proof of Theorem 1. The fourth method is the empirical Bayes method given in Maiti, Ren and Sinha (2014) referred to as MRS. In the three full Bayesian model, we calculate the estimators θ i and σ 2 i as the mean of 5, 000 posterior samples after 1, 000 iteration. For all four estimator, we calculate the mean squared errors and the absolute biases defined as are the estimated and true value in the i-th area in the r-th iteration. Moreover, for the three Bayesian models STK1, STK2 and YC, we compute the credible intervals of θ i with probability 0.95 and 0.99, and calculated the coverage probability
, where CI i(r) denotes the credible interval for θ i in the r-th run. The simulation results are presented in Table 1 . For point estimation of θ i , the MSEs of θ i in MRS is reasonable values, but the bias of MRS is larger compared to other three Bayesian models. Among the full Bayesian model, it is observed that STK1 and STK2 attain minimum values of MSE in the case (ii) and (i), respectively. The preference of YC is worst among the four models since YC does not consider the shrinkage estimation of σ 2 i in spite of small sample sizes (n i = 7). We also noted that the MSEs of σ 2 i are largest in MRS in both cases, which may comes from instability of estimation of α and γ in (2) . Concerned with the Bayesian credible intervals, it is revealed that the suggested two methods STK1 and STK2 almost attain the nominal levels, but YC provides smaller coverage provabilities than the nominal levels. This is clear that this phenomena comes from the instability of variance estimation in the YC method. Therefore, the suggested procedure reasonably works in terms of MSE and bias of both θ i and σ 2 i , and can provide an accurate credible interval compared to the YC method. We apply the suggested procedures to the data in the Survey of Family Income and Expenditure (SFIE) in Japan. In this study, we use the data of the spending item 'Education' (scaled by 1,000) in the survey in November 2011. The average spending at each capital city of 47 prefectures in Japan is denoted by X i for i = 1, . . . , 47. Although the average spendings in SFIE are reported every month, the sample sizes n i 's are around 100 for most prefectures, and data of the item 'Education' have high variability. On the other hand, we have data in the National Survey of Family Income and Expenditure (NSFIE) for 47 prefectures. Since NSFIE is based on much larger sample than SFIE, the average spendings in NSFIE are more reliable, but this survey has been implemented every five years. In this study, we use the data of the item 'Education' of NSFIE in 2009 as a covariate, which is denoted by z i for i = 1, . . . , 47. Then the two stage model for X i is described as
As the direct estimates of σ 2 i , we calculate S 2 i from the data of the spending 'Education' at the same city every November in the past ten years. Then the model for S 2 i is given by
and the priors for σ 2 i are given by
It is easy to confirm that the sufficient conditions in Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied in this case since the covariate z i is positive for all areas. Now, we apply the three models to the survey data with a i = 2 and b i = 1/n i in STK1 and STK2.
Moreover, to investigate sensitivity of the choices of a i and b i , we consider the following two additional choices:
where the prior mean of σ 2 i is γ/(2n i ) and γ in (s1) and (s2), respectively. We use c = 1 for MH step in STK2. We first calculate the point estimates of model parameters as the means of 95, 000 posterior samples by Gibbs sampling after 5, 000 iteration. The results are given in Table 2 Table 2 , and it is observed that YC is the most suitable model for this data set in terms of DIC. This may come from the fact that the sample size n i in each area is around 100. Thus the direct estimates of sampling variances are relatively accurate in this case, so that it does not require shrinkage estimation for variances. Comparing STK1, STK1-(s1) and STK1-(s2), γ seems sensitive to the choice of a i and b i , since the prior means are different for each choice, but the recommended choice attains the smaller value of DIC. The same thing can be observed in STK2, STK2-(s1) and STK2-(s2). However, the posterior mean of θ i and σ 2 i are nearly the same among the three choices.
In the closing of this study, we compute the posterior estimates of σ 2 i 's and θ 2 i 's obtained from three models, STK1, STK2 and YC. In Figure 1 , we provide the scatter plots of direct and posterior estimates of σ 2 i 's and θ i 's for selected 15 areas. From the left panel of Figure 1 , the posterior estimates of σ 2 i are almost the same for each model in the area with small direct estimates. On the other hand, in areas with large direct estimates of σ 2 i , the posterior estimates in YC and those of STK1 or STK2 are different since STK1 and STK2 produce shrinkage estimators for σ 2 i , but the difference is still small. For the scatter plot for θ i given in the right panel of Figure 1 , it is observed that the resulting posterior estimates from three models are similar. Thus, the suggested procedures STK1 and STK2 provide almost the same estimates of θ i , parameter of interest, as the YC method while the DIC values of STK1 and STK2 are larger than YC. That is, both STK1 and STK2 work as well as YC in the case that there are no need to shrink direct estimates of variances. 
Corn data
We next illustrate our methods based on the widely studied example which was first analyzed by Battese, Harter and Fuller (1988). The dataset is on corn and soybean productions in 12 Iowa counties, and we here focus on corn data. Since the sample size of the original data is ranging from 1 to 5, we cannot use the proposed model which requires n i > 1 for the posterior propriety as given in Theorem 1. Thus, we use the modified data given in the table 6 in Dass, et al. (2012) . The dataset consists of m = 8 areas with sample sizes in each area ranging from 3 to 5, and the survey data of corn (X i ) and the satellite data of both corn (z 1i ) and soybeans (z 2i ) as the covariates are observed in each area, where X i , z 1i , z 2i are scaled by 100. Note that the sample sizes n i in each area is much smaller than that in the previous study. Similarly to the previous study, we apply the three models STK1, STK2 with a i = 2 and b i = 1/n i and YC. The two stage model for X i is given by
For a covariate for variance modeling in STK2, we use only z 1i , namely σ 2 ∼ IG(a i , b i γ exp(ηz 1i )), since the DIC values of other models with use of only z 2i and both z 1i and z 2i are larger than this model. Since the covariate z 1i is positive for all areas, the sufficient conditions in Theorem 1 and 2 are satisfied in this case. We use c = (0.2) 2 in each MH step in STK2. We again consider two additional choices of a i and b i in (8) . Then, based on 95,000 posterior samples after 5,000 iteration, we calculate the point estimates of model parameters as the posterior sample means and we provide the resulting values in Table 3 as well as DIC values. The posterior estimates of regression coefficients β 0 , β 1 and β 2 are similar for all models, but γ and η are different depending on the choices of a i and b i . It is also revealed that STK2 is the most preferable model for this data set from DIC values. Among the three choices of a i and b i , the recommended choice seems the best in terms of DIC, but the posterior mean of θ i and σ 2 i are almost the same among the three choices. In this case, it is interesting to point out that both STK1 and STK2 are more preferable than YC in terms of DIC values. This is because the accuracy of the direct estimates of variances with small sample sizes (from 3 to 5) is suspicious and the shrinkage estimation for σ 2 i is needed in this case. In the left panel of Figure 2 , we show the scatter plots of direct and posterior estimates of σ 2 i obtained from three models, STK1, STK2, and YC. The result shows that the posterior estimates of σ 2 i of YC (using uniform prior on σ 2 i ) are considerably different from those of STK1 or STK2, while STK1 and STK2 produce the similar posterior estimated values. It is also observed that the posterior estimator of σ 2 i of STK1 and STK2 shrink the direct estimator of σ 2 i toward some prior mean, but that of YC does not. In the right panel of Figure 2 , we show the 95% credible intervals for θ i from each model. It is clear that STK1 and STK2 produce similar credible intervals and YC produces shorter credible intervals than two methods since the length of credible intervals are affected by the posterior estimates of σ 2 i . In particular, the credible interval of YC in area 1 is much shorter than that of STK1 and STK2, but the interval of YC is not reliable because of instability of variance estimation in the YC method. Then we may misinterpret the accuracy of the resulting estimator of θ i when we use YC in this case. This phenomena is consistent to the simulation results in Table 1 , where the credible interval in YC has smaller coverage probability than the true nominal level. Thus the shrinking variances is the crucial strategy when n i is small like this data set.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have proposed the Bayesian small area models shrinking both means and variances. As the empirical Bayes approach, Maiti, et al. (2014) proposed estimating the model parameters from the marginal likelihood function, but the marginal likelihood function is not obtained in a closed form, so that we need to rely on the EM algorithm including numerical integral evaluation in each iteration On the other hand, the proposed Bayesian method does not suffer from the numerical complexity since all the full conditional posterior distributions are familiar forms as described in Section 2.1, and we can easily sample from the posterior distributions using Gibbs sampling. Moreover, we have also suggested to use the covariate information in variance modeling as described in Section 2. to prove that
Then we need to prove that
From expression (4), we first integrate with respect to σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 m to get
for
e. m > p + 2, we can integrate (9) with respect to τ 2 to get
Making the transformation µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ m ) ′ = θ − X, we have
Since A is an idempotent matrix with rank(A) = m−p, there exists a (m−p)×m matrix H 1 such that
which is used to evaluate π(µ, γ|D)dθdγ from above as
Making the transformation
Note that
where N = m i=1 n i and n * , S 2 * , b * are the minimum values of {n i }, {S 2 i }, {b i }, respectively. This is finite for N − m > 2. Thus the proof for part (a) is complete.
For part (b), we show E(ββ ′ |D), E((τ 2 ) 2 |D) and E(γ 2 |D) are finite. For E((τ 2 ) 2 |D), we evaluate it in the same manner as in Part (a). Note that
so that it follows, when m − p − 6 > 0, namely m > p + 6, that
For evaluating E(ββ ′ |D), note that
Integrating out it with respect to τ 2 , we have
The first term can be verified to be finite, since we can use the same arguments as in (10), (11) and (12) . For the second term, we make the transformation µ = θ − X to rewrite it as
so that it is sufficient to show that for j = 1, . . . , m,
By the same arguments as (12), the inequality (13) is satisfied if
Making the transformation u j = µ j / (n j − 1)S 2 j + 2b j γ gives
which is finite since n j > 1. Hence, the inequality (14) is satisfied if
Finally, for E(γ 2 |D), it follows that for N > m + 6,
which completes the proof for (b).
Proof of Theorem 2.
We first prove part (a). From (12) given in the proof of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that
under the condition that t k = 1 for k = 1, . . . , q. Since (n i − 1)S 2 i and γ exp(w ′ i η) are positive, the left side in (15) is evaluated from the upper by
, and
Thus we need to show that (16) is finite. Without loss of generality, we consider the case of B 1k > 0 and B 2k > 0 for k = 1, . . . , q, since the case that B 1k < 0 and B 2k < 0 for some k reduces to B 1k > 0 and B 2k > 0 by changing the variable η k as −η k . From the positivity of B 1k 's, there exists λ > 0 such that B 1k > 1/λ > 0 for k = 1, . . . , q, and we change the variables as φ k = exp(η k /λ) in (16) .
We decompose the integral R q+1 + f (γ, φ)dγdφ into the 2 q+1 domains γ ≤ 1 or γ ≥ 1, and φ k ≤ 1 or φ k ≥ 1 for k = 1, . . . , q. Then it is sufficient to show that 
for fixed r = 0, . . . , q. For evaluating the former in (17), we define g(γ, φ 1 , . . . , φ r ) = [1,∞) q−r f (γ, φ)dφ. We note that g(γ, φ 1 , . . . , φ r ) is 0 when at least one among γ, φ 1 , . . . , φ r is 0, and g(γ, φ 1 , . . . , φ r ) < ∞ for other values since . Therefore, g(γ, φ 1 , . . . , φ r ) is bounded over [0, 1] r , so that the former integral in (17) is finite. For the latter case of (17), we can similarly show that the integral is finite since N/2 > 1, which completes the proof for part (a).
For part (b), we first note that it can be proved of finiteness of the posterior variances of other parameters using the similar argument given in the proof of part (a) in Theorem 2. Hence, we show E[η 2
k |D], k = 1, . . . , q are finite. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that .
We again decompose the 2 q+1 domains γ ≤ 1 or γ ≥ 1, and φ k ≤ 1 or φ k ≥ 1 for k = 1, . . . , q. Since λB 1ℓ − 1 > 2, (log φ k ) 2 φ λB 1k −1 k is bounded over 0 < φ k ≤ 1. On the other hand, it is noted that 
